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2020 has been a year to remember. A climate crisis resulting in orange 
skies here on the west coast of the U.S., horrific wildfires, and the worst 
pandemic in over 100 years have played a major part in all our lives.  
Covid-19, above all, colors all of our thinking. In this issue of Mariposa  
I count nearly twenty poems that could be read as having been directly  
or indirectly inspired by the isolation, uncertainty, anxiety, and loss 
brought about by this devastating disease.

When I first began writing, I was told to “write where the energy is.”  
Today our energy is clearly focused on the coronavirus. I have increased 
the size of this issue to accommodate your poems on the subject. I have 
arranged most of these haiku and senryu among the spring and summer 
poems because that is what we have experienced so far. Unfortunately it 
appears that it will be with us for some time to come. We can only hope 
that our energy will be focused elsewhere by the time next year’s  
Autumn/Winter issue rolls around.

Sincerest condolences to those of you who have suffered illness or lost 
loved ones. I hope that you and yours are safe and well—and that these 
poems offer some comfort (and a spark of joy) in these trying times.

All best to you,
Carolyn
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into the cold sleeve
of a new day—
this same uncertainty

Susan Antolin

mountain fog
a young duck’s call
softer than light

Ron Moss

zen tea garden—
taking a long sip
of the red bridge

Robert Epstein

a chill morning mist—
heavy in the dove’s throat
the day’s first song

Nagori
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bobbing in a kelp bed summer dreams

Victor Ortiz

quarantine
a neighbor’s light
through frosted glass

Gary Evans

orange poppies
I accelerate
into the curve

Mimi Ahern

my acceptance
of this fiddle-faddle day
summer pajamas

Mimi Ahern
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daisy in resin until there’s a vaccine

Tanya McDonald

single-use summer day dreaming of the Before Times

Susan Antolin

the tattered wings
of mating swallowtails
this sheltering in

 Renée Owen 

between what is
and isn’t possible—
backlit leaves

Sharon Pretti
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dawn chorus
all the animals
without voices

Kristen Lang

summer somewhere
an octopus reaches for
a ripple

Jamie Wimberly

into the lull
at day’s end . . .
opossum

Cherie Hunter Day

fog-thick ridge
losing myself 
to monkey flowers

Sharon Pretti
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ocean view
we settle in
with the fog

robert earl

maple leaves
some things go
without saying

Michele Root-Bernstein

census poster
I look for a face
like mine

Fay Aoyagi

new moon . . .
that empty space
you took for yes

Angela Terry
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scratched LP
time no longer
on our side

William Scott Galasso

anniversary—
the non-linear path
of a whimbrel’s prints 

Sharon Pretti

broken lotus root
these threads of longing
for my former self

Jackie Chou

mushroom bracts laddering to heaven knows why

Michele Root-Bernstein
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first backpacking trip—
the warmth of my late friend’s
sleeping bag

Wakako Miya Rollinger

all the possibilities first snow

Gregory Longenecker

              where
        the stars are
stumbling in the dark

Gary Hotham

winter rain . . .
I’m afraid I’m starting
to repeat myself

Kristen Lindquist
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how ice forms
around the edges . . .
a former friend

Angela Terry

a stag
shakes off the river—
hunter’s moon

paul m.

bamboo flute . . .
the months of loneliness
you let me touch

Lee Gurga

learning the language of loss
failure to conjugate
past imperfect

Helen Ogden
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virus genome
the fingerprints
of a serial killer

Marilyn Ashbaugh

shelter in place
a jay inches closer
on my patio 

Bruce H. Feingold

the clatter
of feeding swans
spatterdock buds

Brad Bennett

hazy moon
when and how
I should use ‘they’

          Fay Aoyagi
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western hemlock needles bluing the already sky

Tanya McDonald

the absence
of horizon
redwoods

Jeff Hoagland

wild garlic
the delicacy
of her reproof

Beverly Acuff Momoi

night mansplaining moonlight

Cherie Hunter Day
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evening glow
a hummingbird thrums
an angel’s trumpet

Chuck Brickley

diagnosis she divides her prized peonies

Marilyn Ashbaugh

starry night
my son tags my text
with a heart

Alison Woolpert

her dahlias
in her mason jar
memorial day

Bill Cooper
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long night
the drone of crickets
becoming music

Mark Levy

the insistent voices
of the young
crowberry moon

Kristen Lindquist

mackerel sky—
the undulating waves
of uncertainty

Betty Arnold

moon wobble
everything put to rights
in a dream

Lorraine Haig
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sleeping Buddha
the lowest blue-light setting
on my phone 

Stephanie Baker

of unknown provenance
flight still
in the feather

Julie Warther

morning
the panther stretches
on my arm

T.D. Reid 

trip to the coast . . .
dew-bejeweled spider webs
lengthen our journey 

Richard Bruns
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mark
her 
growth
on
the
garage
trim
walnut 
sapling

paul. m

Mother’s Day gift
how different it looks
on my desk

Gregory Longenecker

bottle nursing
the orphan lamb—
egg moon

Bob Redmond

welcoming another
pot of succulents
Father’s Day

Patrick Gallagher
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sunlight filters
through the curtains
a mockingbird’s song

 Sarah Paris

single use plastics washed
again and again
the sewer empties to the sea

Lyn Beigel

spring beach—
a man with a frisbee
by himself

pjm

coyote tracks
a gosling feather
cradles dew

Chuck Brickley
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no masking it
through all the chemo
a smile

 Mark Teaford

hummingbird one of the upper chambers of my heart

Lee Gurga

as if each twilight
might be trusted
moonflowers

Julie Warther

summer breeze
the hammock rocks
a gray cat

Michèle Boyle Turchi
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head-on collision—
jacaranda blossoms drift
onto the air bag

Michael Dylan Welch

maple sap
darkens the bark . . .
I kiss his scar

Marilyn Gehant

bird bath
the surgeon’s orders
not to shower

Deborah P Kolodji

  Susan Antolin
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a swimming hole
beyond the bend in the river
rubyspot damselflies

Johnnie Johnson Hafernik

summer vigil—
the only black teen
raises her sign

Lenard D. Moore

carrying baby
on a walk
my steps even lighter

Bob Redmond

Kaleidoscope dreams
colorful beach glass
catching the summer light

Garry Gay
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kneading dough
  the rhythm of
 a yellow blouse

David Käwika Eyre

spiritual quest
still finding things
shoved under the rug

Michael Sheffield

Perseid shower
the cat blinks
her one good eye

J Hahn Doleman

pushing his cart
of frozen paletas
watermelon dusk

Dyana Basist
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first calligraphy
the wink of glitter
in her brush pen

J. Zimmerman

American flag
the stripes
fly separately

Yvette Nicole Kolodji

summer afterglow
the mockingbird’s cadenza
at the close of day

Nagori

phone call
the length of
a bottle of wine

David Grayson
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campfire coffee
in conversation lulls
the surf ’s soft whoosh

Nagori

golden years
tedded rows of hay
dry in the sun

Mike Stinson

slicing the last peach
summer trickles
down my arm

Gary Evans
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Cold Snap

William Hart
Victor Ortiz
 
cold snap—
humming a requiem
for the flies 
 
     the last monarch
     lifts from my garden
 
propped by a rake
I watch birds steer
a windy sky
 
the warning wail
of an air-raid siren
humpback migration
 
     a lapdog in a sweater
     threatens mayhem 

late autumn
the croaking rhythm
of a bullfrog

Opening the Door

Kristen Lang
Lorraine Haig
 
midwinter
my belief in the buds
of the birch tree 
 
     no matter what
     the first daffodil
 
venus
and the new moon
in the blue-blind day
 
     opening the door
     to a garden
     of sunlight
 
mountain peak—as if the days
might be renewed 

     river path
     a clutch of ducklings
     fluffs the ripples
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rain on redwood duff
stirs up the scent
of leaf mold
we live with the illusion
of plausible denial

Cherie Hunter Day old game ball
its faded red stitches
coming loose
all that you left behind
on your way back home

J Hahn Doleman

the crinkled wings
of a paper crane
too damaged to fly
this art of folding
and unfolding my fate

Jackie Chou

first Thanksgiving . . .
she floats in and out
of the kitchen window
stuffing her expectations
deep into the bird

James Chessing
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broken butterfly
on your wing the imprint
of the moon
how all of us bear the mark
of secret aspirations

Kath Abela Wilson Shale from the Arctic
threaded with rosy filaments—
a broken cup
stronger than before
mended with melted gold

J. Zimmerman

white squalls
appear in the distance
without warning
this vision of something
I do not want to know

Debbie Strange

the concept
of the multiverse
is there a version
of me
who gets it right

Ignatius Fay
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Joseph Robello

I wore my father’s navy flight jacket  

ragged at collar and cuff and flaking bits of leather, until it became  
too constricting. Very little from him ever fit me for long the way  
rage has.

 reshaping
 the storm scarred rock
 winter moonlight

Renée Owen

For the Whales  

The mark of a hand fresh upon linen, the pulled thread crimson red, 
drops from a prick of a finger. Robins and bluebirds flit across the 
meadow. Deer graze in the late fall orchard. Downed apples, the  
remains of autumn’s bounty—their decay, a sign of what’s to come. 
Well water running dry, wildfires razing forests and houses. A sign of 
rising seas, of plastic whistles inside the bellies of whales. The bluff 
flutters with red & blue, with the wings of industry. A neon sun drops 
out of a bank of ocean fog. For a few seconds it hovers, and then gone.

    sea thunder
 with each wave
  a beat for you
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John Budan

Book Thief  

The poetry section between Plath and Pushkin. An unkempt lady is 
having an animated conversation with herself. She glares at me as I 
watch her slip a copy of The Cantos of Ezra Pound under her coat. In 
the coffee shop, I sip my cappuccino in gratitude as I watch cars float 
down the avenue in a drizzling rain.

 hometown library
 my only friends
 line dusty shelves
 

J Hahn Doleman

Time Flies  

One by one she forgot the songs and cries, the chirps and calls of those 
she once knew by heart. The nightingale’s aria first took wing, followed 
closely by the haunted psalm of the whip-poor-will. The lark’s chir, the 
dove’s coo, and the dark-eyed junco’s trill soon faded from her mind as 
well. But the barn owl shriek stuck to, and she held fast the raven’s rasp 
until her last synaptic burst.

 cuckoo clock
                so many ways
 we can wind up
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2019 San Francisco International 
Rengay Competition

Judge: Seren Fargo

1ST PLACE
Moonflowers 

Dan Schwerin, Greendale, WI
Julie Warther, Dover, OH

 first light
 the morning glory and trellis
 find each other           Dan

  noon, and still
  the moon lingers          Julie

 their shadows touch . . .
 a beetle’s knowledge
 of the milkweed           Dan

 sinking sun
 legs heavy with pollen
 for his queen           Julie

  the sting of having
  one last night          Dan

 moonflowers
 catching the Perseids
 at their peak           Julie
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2ND PLACE

Rubbing Rock
Bryan Rickert, Belleville, IL

Terri L. French, Sioux City, SD

 languid heat
 all the crawdads
 in one puddle           Bryan

  tadpole bellies
  rubbing rock          Terri

 empty rain gauge
 catfish searching
 for a deep end           Bryan

 iced tea glass
 a honey bee
 sipping sweat           Terri

  dried ’coon tracks
  circle the old pond         Bryan

 darkening clouds
 robins waiting
 for that first worm          Terri
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3RD PLACE (tied)

In the Key of Grey
Debbie Strange, Winnipeg, MB, Canada

Jennifer Hambrick, Worthington, OH

 hydro lines
 the sixteenth notes
 of grackles           Debbie

  morning
  in the key of grey          Jennifer

 the lullaby
 of wind through grain
 empty silo           Debbie

 high lonesome
 a crush of midnight
 shadows            Jennifer

  barbed wire
  the descant of coyotes         Debbie

 curving 
 into the distance
 a train’s lament           Jennifer
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3RD PLACE (tied)

Cleared by the Flood  
Lorraine Haig, Richmond, Tasmania, Australia

Kristen Lang, Sheffield, Tasmania, Australia

 seagrass bed
 from the turtle’s nose
 a black straw           Lorraine 
  
  in the weather — plastic
  rubbed down into raindrops        Kristen

 full of something—
 a dark garbage bag
 washes to shore           Lorraine

 clean slate
 the road gutter stripped
 by the flood           Kristen

  a barnacle-crusted shoe
  among the seaweed         Lorraine

 doll’s arm
 the chick’s
 open mouth           Kristen
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HONORABLE MENTION

The Waiting
Alan S. Bridges, Littleton, MA

Jacquie Pearce, Burnaby, BC, Canada

 buried deep
 a cache of arrowheads
 in a dream           Alan

  behind the wall
  a nest of mice          Jacquie

 train station
 rifling through
 the take it or leave it          Alan

 end of summer
 placing her favourite doll
 in the time capsule          Jacquie

  metal-detecting in a park
  the shine of a 1904 quarter         Alan

 under snow
 the waiting
 crocus bulb           Jacquie
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HONORABLE MENTION

Miles and Miles and . . .
Lew Watts, Chicago, IL

Tanya McDonald, Woodinville, WA

 braided stream
 she lets me touch
 her varicose veins           Lew       

  sharing a granola bar
  and a salt-tinged kiss         Tanya

 packs back on,
 with a flick of a tail
 no chipmunk           Lew

 a birdcall
 we don’t recognize—
 forgotten hiking poles          Tanya 
 
  switchbacks . . . 
  waiting for each other         Lew

 krumholtz pine
 his vacation stubble
 against my cupped palm          Tanya 
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Submission Guidelines

Mariposa is the membership journal of the Haiku Poets of North-
ern California. The print publication features haiku and senryu, as well 
as tanka, haibun, short linked verse, and brief articles related to these 
poetic forms. Submissions for the twice-yearly issues are due in-hand 
March 1 and September 1. For information on becoming a member 
please see the HPNC website at: <www.hpnc.org>.

All work must be the author’s original work, not previously published 
or currently under consideration at another journal or contest. Please 
no simultaneous submissions. Work that has already appeared on web-
based journals, personal websites and blogs, as well as social media 
websites is considered published.  

Send submission of 10 to 15 haiku/senryu/tanka, plus haibun and linked 
verse, in the body of a single e-mail (no attachments) to the editor at 
<mariposaeditor@gmail.com>, or by regular mail to: Carolyn Hall, 122 
Calistoga Road #135, Santa Rosa CA 95409. Submission by e-mail is 
preferred. Postal submissions should include an SASE for notification. 
Selections are based on merit. Acceptances/rejections will be sent out 
shortly after the deadline.
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